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THANK YOU very much for purchasing your brand new ShotShelf, the only mountable and detachable shot glass tray.  
Below are instructions to mount your ShotShelf to a cabinet door using Command™ adhesive strips.  
You can follow these instructions OR watch our installation videos at www.ShotShelf.com/Installation OR scan our QR code.

Measure the inner wall to wall dimension 
of your cabinet. 
If it measure less than 14” inches, try a 
different cabinet. 
ShotShelf will ONLY fit on cabinets with 
the minimum inner wall dimensions of 
14” inches.
NOTE: This step can be skipped if not 
mounting to a cabinet.

3a - Remove protective plastic from 
the Command™  side (not the wall 
side) of the 4 Command™  strips and 
attach to the four outlined corners 
of the mounting tab. 

3b - Apply pressure center out to 
the rear of the adhesive strips to 
achieve maximum adhesion.

With a ruler and pencil, mark the height 
and center of your cabinet door –OR- 
center position of our mounting tab.

NOTE: This step can be skipped if not 
mounting to a cabinet.

Remove the remainder of the 
protective plastic (the wall 
side) from the backside of the 
Command™  strips.  

Using the centering mark on top of 
the mounting tap, carefully place 
the mounting tab directly under 
your center mark. HOLD and APPLY 
PRESSURE towards your mounting 
surface for 60 SECONDS.

NOTE: You can use a level to achieve 
the best results here.

Simply mount the ShotShelf with 
your favorite shot glasses and 
ENJOY the next time you and 
friends hang out.

Please Drink Responsibly!

!!! IMPORTANT !!! 
FOR PROPER ADHESION 
Clean and DRY BOTH the 
rear of the mounting tab 
AND the mounting surface. 

Clean & Dry
Measure

Package Contents for Cabinet Mounting Required/Recommended Tools

Steps for Mounting (using Command Strips)

[1] Mounting Tab [4] Command™ 

Strips
Pencil

Ruler

[1] Shot Shelf
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
----FOR CABINET MOUNTING----

[1] Alcohol Pad


